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Price: 244,000€  Ref: R4332631

Apartment - Middle Floor

Manilva

2

2

82m² Build Size

Pool: Yes

Homes with 2 and 3 bedrooms by the sea in Manilva

Situated only 3 minutes walk to the beach and with wonderful sea views, this

development has something for everybody. 

Your new home will be tailor-made for you, in a housing complex with 2 or 3 bedrooms,

underground parking, sea views and community gardens. Sea, nature and more than

300 sunny days a year come together in a residential area of more than 14,000 square

meters. Discover a corner of peace and harmony by the sea on the "New Golden Mile".
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Homes with 2 and 3 bedrooms by the sea in Manilva

Situated only 3 minutes walk to the beach and with wonderful sea views, this development has something for

everybody. 

Your new home will be tailor-made for you, in a housing complex with 2 or 3 bedrooms, underground parking,

sea views and community gardens. Sea, nature and more than 300 sunny days a year come together in a

residential area of more than 14,000 square meters. Discover a corner of peace and harmony by the sea on

the "New Golden Mile".
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